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Foreword

CLICK Residency is a joint project by Art Affairs and
Documents Foundation and Goethe-Institut Bulgaria,
supported by the City of Sofia. The main goal of the residency program is to open up a conversation about curatorial practices in Bulgaria and to work for more visibility of Bulgarian art on an international level which, we
believe, is only possible through exchange and personal
contact. International curators from all around the world
can apply for a 4-5 weeks stay in Sofia in order to get to
know the Bulgarian art scene and to develop a project
with Bulgarian and foreign artist.
One of the curators in the first edition of the residency
was Carolina Lio, who was on a research trip to Sofia and
investigated the local scene. She developed the curatorial
project “On a Clear Day You Can See Forever” including works by established Bulgarian contemporary artists.
Looking it from our local perspective we might say it
is also a good example of an external view, a showcase
of what is most notable in Bulgarian contemporary art
today and what might speak the most to the international
professional audience. But it is much more than that. It
is a very intimate dialogue about life and our common
understanding of time and eternity.

Organised as part of CLICK International Curatorial Residency, a project by Art Affairs and Documents Foundation and
Goethe-Institut Bulgarien, supported by the Programme Culture
of the City of Sofia.
Curator: Carolina Lio
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On A Clear Day You Can See Forever
Carolina Lio

Several times I asked myself, “Can it be that I
have overlooked something, that there is something which I have failed to understand?”
Leo Tolstoy, A confession (1882)

When I was a teenager living close to Venice
but in the more prosaic mainland, sometimes in
the afternoon I would visit the island and see art
shows.
I come from a family that had never been interested in art - we had more earthly preoccupations
- but somehow I got fascinated with it, and soon
enough it became apparent that art was my call.
In fact, being an emotional and stormy child, I
was searching for all my answers and consolation
in artworks, where I was finding true peace and
a comprehension bright and luminous of myself
and - it seemed to be - of the whole world.
At 16, I already knew I was going to be an art
curator. I didn’t know how tough it would have
been, though. I didn’t belong to that niche by
right, I wasn’t the daughter of a gallerist, collector or at least a wealthy family, as most of the
other young curators were; on the contrary, I
was going into that challenge quite bare, with no
contacts and shields. Yet - the gift of youth! - I
was so sure about what I wanted that I had no
doubt of what my life was going to be. And I can
still remember distant days on the Canal Grande
looking at the water and seeing my ‘forever’: all
the years to come; all the understanding to gain.
In the years that followed, in the different cities
where I lived and worked, many times I asked
myself if I had been wise, and tried to cling on
the memory of those first certainties.
Disappointment, economic struggles, sense of
failure, or simply the doubt of not have done well

enough, often were louder than the confidence in
my future. And the more I was pushing myself up
towards a more established system in the world
capitals of art, the more obstacles I was meeting,
the more what I had obtained so far seemed unimportant.
However, although art was the reason for my
conflict, it also was its solution, as there has only
ever been just one way for me to go back to that
feeling of clarity of my young self: going to a
museum or a good art show.
I believe that everyone, at a certain point of his/
her own life, more than once and with different
personal ways, has actively sought to trigger that
internal journey toward the sense of ‘forever’:
the blessing of some clarity in our life when we
are surrounded by uncertainty, a sense of loss,
and self-doubt, asking ourselves whether we
overlooked or failed to understand something.
What indeed is more human than analysing our
own weaknesses and trying to overcome them?
We try and do it by looking at the past, re-examining brick after brick what we have built so
far, and learning from what now seems a failure
- what before seemed a success - while we aspire
to see all our future, potentially forever. Reaching this clarity of mind is impossible, no-one can
see forever if not in a momentaneous delusion.
Yet, this craving for seeing beyond is one of our
most poetic aspects, a tender folly, hopeless and
grand at the same time.
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In this show, I wanted to put together a little journey through this feeling everyone is familiar with
and the (im)possible infinity which is inside us
all, that we can imagine growing in all directions,
encompassing all the space beside all the time;
the seeking for a paradoxical clarity that leads to
the darkness of the outer space, beyond it all and
deeply nowhere.
To navigate in this path, I decided to establish
four unconventional cardinal points: light and
dark, near and far.
Half of the works and the exhibition deal with
light or its absence, in a small show which is
essentially black and white but for the blue of
the sea and the sky which appear in some of the
works. Also, the installation in the space is built
up alternating as much as possible lighter and
darker spots, although the original idea to have
the space divided in white walls and black walls
couldn’t be realised.
Besides that, all works have a level of proximity,
in which self-reflection and the unconscious represent the nearest possible, while the farthest is a
gaze exploring the universe.
The idea to build the exhibition on these dichotomies (a gaze pointing inwards or outwards,
sinking in light or darkness) originates from the
association between two works in particular.
The first work is a video by Ergin Çavuşoğlu:
And I Awoke. In this short video, on an entirely
black background, as if suspended in the void,
a man is resting on a bare bed structure tangled
up in raw ropes. As the man awakes, he starts
detaching from the bed and struggling to put his
whole body of the sole ropes reaching, in the end,
a sort of peace and equilibrium, actually tense
and facing the abyss. As described by the artist:

Alexander Valchev
Untitled / IMG_20150827_173616 /
inkjet print on photo paper
20 x 35 cm

The work reflects on the complexities of the human
subconscious and the struggle for inner peace.
Contextually, the scene echoes the final dream
sequence in Leo Tolstoy’s A Confession. The book
was written at a turning point of the author’s life,
when he was seeking to understand the meaning
of life and its moral values, consulting philosophical, religious and scientific texts in the process.
In the dream, Tolstoy sees his body entangled in
wires lying on a bed that is hanging, suspended in
what Tolstoy defines as ‘infinite space’. The inner
struggle and helplessness push him to resist the
gravitational force of the suspense.1

The second work is a small photo by Alexander
Valchev: a guy on a plinth, dangling legs, looking
over the sea on a clear day, lost in thought. The
work is part of a series that explore the idea of
the ‘monument’ under diverse points of view. On
the one side there is its celebratory function, and
the denial of it when the pedestal is left empty, as
often happened in Eastern Europe after the fall of
Socialism. On the other side, there is a broader
reflection on the idea of ‘placement’, how an idea
assumes a specific place in the world, how a person can find his/her place and position in society,
and how much this all can be ephemeral.
It is looking at this picture that the title of the exhibition came in my mind although, surprisingly
enough, for many days after seeing the photos,
and until I had the opportunity to talk with Valchev about it, I didn’t recognise an obvious fact:
that the picture had been taken in Venice.
I realised then that, unconsciously, I must have
been driven to chose that particular work by my
memory, and the photo has become a starting
point to link my autobiographical story and the
exhibition.
My quest at the time of designing the show was
not so general as the meaning of life. On the contrary, it was sharply orientated and was pointing
to what do we serve when we serve art.
During those weeks, I was greatly regretting that
most of my recent work was in the framework of
the private art market, and was somehow instrumental to the economic interest of a few. I was
feeling as though drowning in a London climate
that allows and favours the cult of the wealthy,
that puts art curators closer to the interests of
buyers and funders rather than artists, and that
had put myself close some people who were taking advantage of the need of others, including of
my own.
My eagerness to escape from all that and recover
focus in my work, was at the base of the research
trip to Sofia, far from the industry’s hunger that
had eaten up a romantic sense of art which, luckily, still can be found in the periphery of the art
world. This is true especially in a country such
as Bulgaria, where the art market is minimal and
making art is still, in spite of the obvious sustainability problems, a matter of personal dedication,
commitment, and belief of a community of people supporting each other.
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maybe because what he really wanted was protesting, or maybe because with nothing to oppose
any longer, he lost something he was identifying
himself with.
After the three drawings, the visitor finds a darker spot in the gallery with a sentence written
in neon tubes: <<I walk a labyrinth which is a
straight line>>. The work, by Stefan Nikolaev,
puts as equal two images that are opposite archetypes: the labyrinth in which is easy to get lost,
and the straight line where is impossible to lose
your way.
According to art critique Svetlana Kuyumdzieva,
the labyrinth Stefan refers to is inspired by a passage by Borges, besides - and most of all - being
a personal travel going back through his own life:
The most harrowing and pernicious of all labyrinths, according to Borges, is the one in which
you don’t wonder in corridors, passages and tunnels, but you pass through a single rigid straight
line. Stefan Nikolaev has taken on such, unusual
for him, dramatic route, but trough out all of it
he stares at the rear-view mirror in which he sees
part of himself and everything that has passed events, works, memories, dreams.2

Pravdoliub Ivanov
Illusion III, 2011
ink, tempera on paper
57 x 60 cm

Before travelling to Sofia, I knew next to nothing
about Bulgarian contemporary art.
I knew only the work of three artists: Pravdoliub
Ivanov, Stefan Nikolaev, and Nedko Solakov.
Solakov, in particular, I was admiring for years,
and in a way, his work is the main reason for my
eager to travel to and spend time in Bulgaria,
since what I was looking for in all the country
was the blatant honesty of his work. I was looking then, for a few weeks in a place that, like his
stories, speaks for bare truths and cut through life
to reach the essence of it. Concise but complete,
which soundness that doesn’t need fashion trends
and hypocritical political correctness, the irony
of Nedko Solakov’s drawings is one of the closest things I could relate to my notion of clarity
of mind.
There are two of his drawings in the show, and
both deal with characters at unease. Single Drawing 20 tells the story of a lonely protester: <<A
lonely protester just got the news that all of his
demands will be fulfilled. ‘Why I am not happy?’
he wonders>>. Single Drawing 21 tells instead
the story of a loser: <<A loser stays in a rather
uncomfortable pose thinking naïvely that if he

stays like this for 3 hours he would look not as
a loser but like a wise man who feels good>>.
Next to them, another paradox is in the drawer
by Pravdoliub Ivanov, in which is reproduced the
scene of Francisco Goya’s masterpiece The Third
of May 1808 with the rifles substituted with an
archetypical impossible object: the ‘Three Prong
Optical Illusion’ or ‘Impossible Trident’.
I am never sure that there is a correct way - and
therefore many wrong ones - to interpret a work,
but surely this has struck me for replacing firing
weapons in the very act of killing with an illusion, a trick of the mind, in one of the images
that has most effectively represented the horrors
of war.
No matter how different they are, in my mind
these works of Pravdoliub Ivanov and Nedko
Solakov stay together for highlighting the dramatic effect of the paradox in our life; and I can
see an affinity between the Spanish resistance to
Napoleon’s armies getting killed by the epic brutality of an optical illusion and the lonely protester that can’t be happy of having been successful,

There are then two works dealing directly with
the idea of light, although in an unexpected way.
The first is one of Stefan Nikolaev’s candelabras,
a symbol he is using recurrently in the last years,
either with candles (like in this show) or with
light bulbs (as recently in the monumental installation at the entrance of Grand Palais in Paris, on
occasion of FRAC 2018).
The second work is Endarkement by Pravdoliub
Ivanov, a powder-coated black aluminium shape
of a torch projecting an oval of black light. The
work is exhibited just opposite the candelabra
and occupies one whole wall with what seems
a contradiction in terms - black light - although
Ivanov took inspiration from an existing object,
the UV (also called ‘black light’) flashlight.
The two works dialogue in more than one way.
Being opposite to each other, they find themselves facing respectively from the dark corner
of the gallery, and the brightest one, with the candelabra staying in the dark and the black torch in
the light. They also bring to mind two different
contexts: a candelabra can usually be found in

interiors - probably domestic and belonging to a
past time - while the portable and modern torch
is conventionally used in exteriors. Lastly, while
the candelabra sits on the floor, its weight is
counter-balanced by the suspended torch, standing on the wall on a top corner, bringing the eye
of the visitor from down up to almost the ceiling.
The work that stays in between, but slightly
behind, on a blackened back wall, is Krassimir
Terziev’s Yet To Be Titled: the round shape of
planet Earth on which is projected a palm tree.
On the one hand, the work, hanging from quite
a high position, is a continuation of the raising
of the gaze of the visitor and, on the other hand,
represents the focal point of the show, where the
eyes are compelled to merge from every spot of
the gallery.
Impossible yet so charming, the work is also the
only true colored point of the show besides the
small Venice landscape by Alexander Valchev.
The two works, as in the case of Nikolaev and
Ivanov, look at each other from opposite walls
and, in my mind, they are a starting point - the
young kid looking towards the horizon in Venice
- and an ending point - in the absurd, unexpected
found horizon, so futuristic that can’t but imply
a ‘forever’ in it.
The feeling is completed by two collages on
black background by Vikenti Komitski, in which
geographical and historical references are recontextualised in the outer space or in a ‘nowhere’
where past and future have collapsed into each
other.
As it is in life, my desire for this show was for
everything to have its place, for each element to
be connected to each other, and yet, not making
other sense than in the paradox of their message.
But why doesn’t it make sense? It’s maybe because even if on a clear day we could actually
grab that sense of forever, that illusion of the
infinite, in which we believe we see it all, as Tolstoj writes in his own confessions, it remains all
with no meaning <<for in the infinite is neither
complex nor simple, no forward nor backward,
or better or worse>>.
Lastly, it’s important to mention that after building up this show, although unintentionally, I realised that I had some debts with previous works
by Pravdoliub Ivanov and Nedko Solakov.
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From Pravdoliub Ivanov comes the working on
complementary opposites, positive and negative
specular images. He had indeed worked, quite a
few years ago, on projects as Minus 1 m3, Plus 1
m3 (1994) in which the artist dug a hole of 1 m3
in the ground, and rebuilt the cube on the surface, with the two cubes - positive and negative,
full and empty - touching on one edge. The same
Endarkment presented in this exhibition is specular to his installation Enlightenment, in which
a torch painted on a wall ‘projects’ a white light
oval obtained by intervening directly on the wall,
carving out its plaster.
Nedko Solakov, instead, influenced my first
idea of having black and white walls, that then
was transformed in having light and dark areas
just regulating the light spots. Is not mistery indeed that one of my favourite art projects ever
is Solakov’s famous performance A Life (Black
and White) in which two people constantly and
contemporaneously paint and repaint the walls of
the gallery, one following the other - so that half
of the space must be white and half must be black
- making the walls white, then black, then white
again, every day, potentially forever.

Vikenti Komitski
Untitled, 2018
collage on paper
64 x 54 cm

Notes
1. Ergin Çavuşoğlu, statement for Film4Piece, 2013, in
http://films4peace.com
2. Svetlana Kuyumdzieva, exhibition text for Stefan
Nikolaev’s solo show “I Walk a Labyrinth Which is a
Straight Line” at Sariev Contemporary and St. Joseph
Church, Plovdiv, 2017

Ergin Çavuşoğlu
And I Awoke, 2012
single channel video
4:10 min
music composed by Esben Tjalve
and performed by Falgren Strings Production

Nedko Solakov
Single Drawing #20, 2013
black ink on paper
19 x 28 cm

Nedko Solakov
Single Drawing #21, 2013
black ink on paper
19 x 28 cm

(on the left)
Stefan Nikolaev
Candelaber, 2017
brass and candles
120 x 75 cm
(on the right)
Krassimir Terziev
Yet to be Titled, 2018
photomontage, pigment print on canvas, stretcher
on wall painted in black
90 cm diameter
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Pravdoliub Ivanov
Endarkenment, 2007-2015
object of laser-cut steel
powder-coated in black
237 x 264 cm

Stefan Nikolaev
I Walk a Labyrinth Which is a Straight Line
Line,(2017)
2017
neon
7.5 x 250 cm
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